The aim of this work was to assess whether an audit of clinical image quality could be efficiently implementedwithin in a limited time frame using visual grading characteristics (VGC) analysis.
INTRODUCTION
A clinical audit in radiology is a systematic evaluation of radiological procedures. The purpose of an audit is to improve the quality and the outcome of patient care through structured review (EU 2013/59/Euratom). It is a multidisciplinary activity and an integral part of the quality management system (1) . According to the Swedish Radiation Safety Authority enactment (2) , an audit should be conducted at regular intervals.
Audits in radiology can have various purposes. A patient dose audit is commonly initiated after the introduction of a new imaging system, and should then be carried out at regular intervals (3) . Also, the justification for a specific radiographic procedure can be audited. A fundamental aspect of diagnostic imaging is the quality of the images. Receiver operating characteristics (ROC) analysis (4) is regarded as the gold standard for evaluation of image quality in the detection of a known pathology. However, a limitation of ROC-analysis is that knowledge of the ground truth is required, but is often not readily available. In addition, the displayed pathology must be close to the limit of being detectable by the observer for the ROC method to work properly.
To be of practical interest, a clinical audit of image quality should not only be accurate and precise, but also reasonably fast and cost-effective to carry out in a clinical environment. An alternative approach to ROC-analysis is visual grading of the clarity of important anatomical structures. These structures may form the basis of image criteria, as defined by the European Commission (5, 6) . One important advantage of visual grading is that observers can assess almost any radiograph, provided that the image criteria are properly selected, and have validity and relevance to the observer. Visual grading characteristics (7) and visual grading regression (8) are two practical implementations of visual grading techniques in clinical settings. They both rely on the hypothesis that the possibility to detect pathology correlates with the clarity of the reproduction of important anatomy. Their main advantage lies in the fact that they are less time consuming and less difficult to set up than ROC-type O12-5 Image quality audit using VGC analysis 4 evaluations (9) . It is therefore anticipated that, even in a busy clinical environment, a large proportion of radiologists would be able to take time to participate in visual grading studies. This increased participation rate would increase the statistical power of the result.
Computer image analysis software is sometimes used to increase the precision of the analysis and remove the subjective nature of visual evaluation of test-phantom images or image series (10, 11) . It has been shown that physical image quality measurements or calculations of signal-to-noise ratio are positively correlated with human observer studies (12) (13) (14) (15) . However, radiology still relies exclusively on subjective visual assessment by radiologists for a positive or negative diagnosis. Therefore, including human observers in the clinical audit is essential. Furthermore, the use of images of real patients instead of phantoms incorporates the expertise of the radiographers required when producing high quality radiographs.
The aim of this work was to assess whether an audit of clinical image quality could be efficiently implemented within a limited time frame by using visual grading characteristics analysis of image criteria.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Imaging systems
Three types of x-ray examinations for adult patients were evaluated by using two different image acquisition settings (A or B) per examination type. The first examination type was an anteroposterior (AP) projection of the lumbar spine acquired with a digital system (Siemens Axiom Aristos FX Plus, Siemens Healthcare, Upplands Väsby, Sweden). The acquisition settings included either sensitivity class 400 (Setting A) or sensitivity class 560 (Setting B), resulting in two different air kerma at the image detector. The two sensitivity classes correspond to an air kerma at the image detector plane of 2.5 and 1.8 μGy, respectively. The second examination type was bedside chest radiography AP, 
Observers and cases
Forty radiology residents (observers) participated in the assessment of image quality of one or more of the three types of examinations (Table 1) (setting A), using the same type of x-ray equipment.
Assessment of image quality
The image assessment was made using image criteria suggested by the European guidelines on quality criteria for radiography (6) and CT (5) . The image criteria are listed in Table 2 . For the CT examinations, the criteria are similar to those used by Borgen et al (16) . All images or image series (cases) were independently evaluated by the observers on diagnostic viewing stations. The displays of the viewing stations were calibrated according to AAPM TG18 (17) . No constraints were applied for viewing distance or duration. The images were presented to the observers using DICOMcompatible image viewing software (ViewDEX 2.0, Viewer for Digital Evaluation of X-ray Images) (18) . The ViewDEX program randomised the cases and logged the graded response and the image assessment time of the observers in a separate log file. The graded assessment for all criteria was made according to a five point ordinal scale, where grade 5 is expressed as 'I am sure that the criterion is fulfilled'; 4 'I am almost sure that the criterion is fulfilled'; 3 'I am not sure if the criterion is fulfilled or not'; 2 'I am almost sure that the criterion is not fulfilled'; 1 'I am sure that the criterion is not fulfilled'.
Data Analysis
Visual grading analysis (VGA) was used for all cases. For each type of examination and for each criterion, the number of cases that scored each of 1 to 5 was computed for setting A and B separately. The software ROCfit (19) was used for visual grading characteristics (VGC) analysis. For each setting A and B, the ROCfit software computed the cumulative fractions of cases with score=5, score ≥4, score ≥3, score ≥2 and score ≥1, respectively. The software fitted a curve to the six data points, including the origin. The area under the curve, AVGC was computed, as well as an estimated standard deviation of AVGC, sVGC (see Figure 1 ). If AVGC < 0.5, setting A has a preferred image quality to setting B. If AVGC > 0.5, the opposite is true. If |AVGC-0.5|>2sVGC then the difference in perceived image quality was considered significant (p=0.05) ( Table 2 ). If |AVGC-0.5|>3sVGC or if |AVGC-0.5|>4sVGC then the significance level was set to p=0.01 and p=0.001, respectively. If |AVGC-0.5|<sVGC then the difference was considered not significant (n.s.). Inter-observer reliability was assessed for each setting, criterion and type of examination using Gwet's AC1 coefficient (20) . The AC1 coefficient is an alternative to the Kappa coefficient, which is similar in formulation but does not suffer from some of the statistical problems of the Kappa coefficient 
.
RESULTS
Visual grading and inter-observer reliability
A typical VGC-curve for each examination type is shown in Figure 1 (criterion 3, criterion 4 and criterion 2 for the lumbar spine AP, chest AP and abdominal CT examinations, respectively). The results of the visual grading analysis for each criterion for lumbar spine AP are presented in Table 3 .
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For all criteria for lumbar spine AP, the quality of the images was graded significantly higher for images acquired using a sensitivity class of 400 (|AVGC-0.5|>3sVGC, p < 0.01). This difference was particularly seen for the reproduction of the pedicles. Also, the inter-observer reliability (AC1) was higher for the images acquired at sensitivity class 400 (0.69 ± 0.04) than for those acquired at sensitivity class 560 (0.59 ± 0.06). This indicates that observers agreed more on the quality of these images compared to those acquired at a lower dose level (sensitivity class 560). For chest AP, image quality was graded significantly higher for the DR system (flat panel detector) for all criteria (|AVGC-0.5|>2sVGC, p < 0.05) and the inter-observer reliability was similar between the two settings (CR:
0.58 ± 0.06 and DR: 0.61± 0.08). Finally, there were no differences in perceived image quality between abdominal CT images reconstructed by filtered backprojection and iterative reconstruction (|AVGC-0.5|<2sVGC), despite an average 50% reduction in CTDIvol with the iterative reconstruction
setting. An exception was the criterion regarding the pancreatic contours (C1), for which the image quality was graded significantly higher for filtered backprojection (|AVGC-0.5|>2sVGC, p < 0.05). The overall inter-observer reliability for the abdominal CT examination was lower (iterative reconstruction: 0.41 ± 0.10 and filtered backprojection: 0.42 ± 0.08) and the AC1 coefficients were more variable across criteria than for the other examinations. Table 6 shows the proportion of observers that grade the images as either 4 or 5, i.e. are sure or almost sure that the criterion is fulfilled for each examination and imaging system configuration. The ratios are typically larger for the lumbar spine system with lower sensitivity (400 instead of 560) and the chest DR system (instead of CR). The ratios were similar for the abdominal CT examinations reconstructed by iterative reconstruction and by filtered backprojection, with the exception of the O12-5 Image quality audit using VGC analysis 9 criterion regarding the pancreatic contours (C1), for which a larger proportion of observers graded the filtered backprojection-reconstructed images as 4 or 5.
Administration and image assessment time
The time needed to extract the patient images from the image archive was approximately one day per examination type including finding appropriate cases and anonymising the images. Setting up the image viewing software took an additional two days for an experienced study coordinator. This included deciding on the image criteria with an experienced radiologist. The time required to analyse the data as shown in Table 3 
DISCUSSION
For a clinical audit to be successful, it needs to be carried out reasonably fast and cost-effective in a clinical environment. The main finding of this study was that by using visual grading techniques and image criteria, a clinical audit of image quality can be performed effectively and in a reasonably short time. In our experience, one of the challenges with image quality audits is to recruit observers, as many radiologists may consider the image grading tasks difficult to combine with their clinical workload. However, by including the image grading tasks as part of a radiologist training course, not only were we able to introduce the concepts of auditing and visual grading techniques to the course participants, but at the same time it was fairly easy to recruit a large number of observers. In a radiology department, a similar number of observers would be able to do the audit in a distributed fashion over a period of a few weeks, i.e. not requiring any particular individual scheduling.
By using visual grading techniques, audits can be made of almost any radiological examination where a number of image criteria can be formulated. In a previous study, Gonzalez et al. (23) performed an image quality audit at a large number of private Spanish hospitals using EU image criteria (6) . They allowed both external and internal radiologists to assess four types of x-ray procedures (chest, lumbar spine, abdomen and mammography). Similar to the findings of the current study, a larger fraction of the lumbar spine images were evaluated as being of good or very good quality, compared to the chest images, which were judged as fair or defective. Fabiszewska et al.
compared 248 mammographic screening facilities regarding physical image quality, clinical image quality and breast absorbed dose (24) . Given the large number of sites, however, only two mammograms per site were evaluated by three experts using the EU guidelines. This underlines the challenge of recruiting observers for clinical audits, in particular when large numbers of images or images from different imaging facilities are to be evaluated. Martin et al. reported on the optimisation of paediatric chest examinations and found visual grading analysis to be very sensitive to subtle differences in perceived image quality (25) .
Our results partially contrast with the results of a study by Hardie et al., who studied the preferred strength of the sinogram-affirmed iterative reconstruction algorithm (SAFIRE) setting for abdominal CT examinations (26) . They found that images reconstructed using the lowest SAFIRE level, i.e. the level used in our study, were preferred over images reconstructed using filtered backprojection.
However, the perceived image quality in our study was the same for both filtered backprojection and the lowest SAFIRE level. This difference in result may be explained by the difference in criteria. In the study by Hardie et al., the observers were asked to rank the images based on overall appearance required for clinical interpretation, whereas in this study, the image criteria were related to specific anatomical structures and, thereby, diagnostic tasks. Interestingly, only a fair agreement between observers for abdominal CT images was found, which suggests that the preference for the reconstruction method (filtered backprojection or SAFIRE) varied substantially between observers.
The least agreement was found for the criterion related to the perceived image noise. The experience with iterative reconstruction methods varied among the observers, and this may have influenced the results of the study. The inter-observer reliability, as assessed using Gwet's AC1 measure, seems to provide a useful measure to further assess and explain the results of the visual grading analysis.
It should be noted that while patient absorbed doses were substantially reduced in both lumbar spine (setting B) and abdominal CT (setting A), image quality was only maintained in CT using iterative reconstruction. As expected, it was not maintained in projection radiography, where the effect of increased quantum noise associated with increasing sensitivity class (400 to 560) resulted in a significant reduction of the proportion of observers that graded the images as either score 4 or 5 (Table 6 ). For bedside chest examinations with the older CR-system (setting A), the proportion of observers that graded the images as either score 4 or 5 was low (<0.50), but significantly higher with the modern DR-system (setting B) in particular regarding the visibility of the retrocardiac vessels and the hilar region.
There was some notable correlation between the proportion of observers that graded the images as either score 4 or 5 and the inter-observer reliability AC1 (r 2 =0.47). A higher perceived image quality resulted in higher AC1 (i.e. more observer agreement). It is likely that in situations with perceived poor image quality, assessment is more challenging which might lead to an increase in observers' score variation.
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This study is not without its limitations. As the observers in this study were based in different parts of Sweden, there was no practical opportunity to have a consensus meeting on how to interpret the image criteria on the ordinal grading scale. However, the distributed reading of the images in this study was successfully completed using only a single A4 sheet of written instructions, emphasising the practicality of the visual grading method for use in clinical audit. All observers were radiology residents with varying but typically less than 5 years of clinical experience, which may have affected the outcome of the VGC analysis. However, the level of observer experience has previously been shown to have very little impact on the images assessment outcome in the case of CT images reconstructed by iterative methods (26) . Intra-observer variability has not been studied. The patients that underwent chest and lumbar spine examinations were not matched in terms of body dimensions.
Further studies could focus on investigating the effect of observer experience on the results in VGC analysis.
CONCLUSION
Visual grading of image criteria to assess the quality of images in radiology can serve as an efficient method for performing an image quality audit in a clinical environment. The possibility of using the results as a baseline for future audits needs to be investigated.
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